AL FRESCO
LIVING
If you have plenty of space,
make the most of it by
dividing up your garden into
different zones for relaxing,
eating, entertaining and
playing, as Harrington Porter
did with this multi-use family
garden. The design includes
remote control lighting and a
gas fire pit.
Garden projects,
from £20,000,
harringtonporterdesign.com

IT’S GREAT
OUTDOORS

Check out these creations by some of the capital’s best garden
designers for inspiration for your own outdoor space
Story KARA O’REILLY
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Pot luck

Adolfo Harrison chose to clad this
secluded courtyard garden in
Western Red Cedar – picking up
the tones of the wood in the overscaled containers made from
Corten steel. These are large
enough to support these attractive
large shrubs (Stag’s horn sumach)
with an under planting of
Bunchgrass.
Garden projects, from £35,000,
adolfoharrison.com

FIRE PLACE
Creating a focal point around which you
build a garden design is key. This can take
the form of a sculpture, water feature,
dramatic plant, or, as here, an outdoor
fireplace. The benefit of choosing the latter
is that it allows you to create a chic outdoor
sitting room in a city garden.
Bonfire made-to-measure outdoor fireplace,
from £3,660, bd-designs.co.uk

Squaring up
This stunning symmetrical design
by Peter Reader and Belderbos
Landscapes uses hard landscaping,
a contemporary water feature and
generous beds filled with meadowstyle planting to break up a
standard rectangular garden into a
series of attractive pockets –
appealing to both people and
wildlife.
Garden projects, from £18,000,
belderbos.co.uk
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SOUTH
CIRCULAR
In this Blackheath garden, designer
Catherine Clancy has chosen a circular
motif to give her design coherence and
interest. Circles of hardwood decking are
outlined with contrasting paving, while
sweeping, curved raised beds continue
the theme.
Garden projects, from £15,000,
catherineclancy.com

Chic courtyard

This clever design by Tony Woods
of Garden Club London shows
how to make the most of even the
tiniest outdoor space. A judicious
edit of easy-care plants arranged in
practical containers and slim beds
adds the all-important green
element. While hard landscaping
using varied materials in a tonal
palette of natural browns, such as
the Corten panel and cedar fence,
adds textural interest.
Garden projects, from £25,000,
gardenclublondon.co.uk

TROPICAL TERRACE
Denise Cadwallader selected hardy tree ferns
to give evergreen structure to the planting
scheme for this contemporary terrace. An
attractive pool adds to the
sense of a lush oasis.
Garden projects, from £2,000, garden-arts.com
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GOING GREEN
Box balls and topiary red robins echo
the theme of inter-linking circular
structures that Kate Gould introduced
into this garden with her choice of
paving, camomile lawns and neatly
clipped box hedging. Generous deep
borders allow for mixed herbaceous
planting that gives interest year-round.
Garden projects, prices on request,
kategouldgardens.com

Building blocks

This exciting roof terrace by Modular shows
just how far you can take a design based on
container gardening. The benefits of planting
in containers means you can create mini ecosystems to suit different plants’ needs,
allowing for more flexibility in your choice
of plants. They are also an effective way to
screen or demarcate different areas, plus can
also be moved around if needed.
Garden projects, from £450 per sq m,
modular.london

Planting plan

Sometimes a lawn is more trouble than it’s worth
in a city garden but, as this stunning design by
Charlotte Rowe demonstrates, if you focus instead
on the planting, you can end up with a luscious,
green space anyway. Choose an edited colour
palette – here, silvers, whites and purples – to give
coherence to your plant choices.
Garden projects, from £50,000, charlotterowe.com

